Abstract. In this paper, I mainly introduce a control system used on the test bed, to test the function of the truck transmission by LABVIEW software. The control system exchanges data between PLC and host computer software mainly by the OPC technology. The client of the OPC running on IPC is programmed with LABVIEW. The functions of the control system mainly include exchanging varieties automatically, testing the functions automatically, acquiring the data to deal with and storage, generating reports and others. The truck transmission test bed is successfully used to produce the transmission in the Fast Auto Drive company in Thailand, which ensures the quality of products and improves the competitiveness of them.
Introduction
In recent years, with the rapid development of China's industry level, the demand for truck performance has also been improved. The transmission is an vary important part of the truck transmission system. The quality of the retarder directly affects safety and stable operation of the trucks. As a result, the vehicle plant and transmission generator factory pay special attention to the quality and efficiency of the retarder assembly.
In this paper, I introduce the transmission test bed how to test the transmission in parallel in the faster-speed device assembly workshop. The control system of the transmission test bed is designed by LABVIEW. The functions of the control system mainly include exchanging varieties automatically, testing the functions automatically, acquiring the data to deal with and storage, generating reports and others. So it can ensure the product quality through testing offline, and reduce the quantity of products returned to the factory.
The Mechanical Structure of the Test Bed
1 Encoder, 2 Inertia flywheel, 3 Output shaft butting device, 4 Slip, 5 Testing block , 6 Grippingholder, 7 Input shaft butting device, 8Clutch, 9 Coupling, 10 Driving motor The no-load test bed is mainly used to detect the shift performance of the gearbox under running state. Through this test bed, we can find out the abnormal noise, vibration, interference, card stagnation and so on in the gearbox in time. In order to accurately simulate the inertia of the vehicle during the driving process, the flywheel assembly was added in the design of no-load test bed [1, 2] .
The no-load test bed is mainly composed of input servo motor, clutch, clamping device, input shaft docking device, output shaft docking device, inertial flywheel, flywheel encoder and so on. The no-load test bed is mainly driven by the servo motor of the input shaft end of the transmission, and the inertia flywheel rotates through the transmission. The main function of inertia flywheel is to simulate the static friction resistance and dynamic friction resistance of the actual pavement by using the characteristics of inertia of inertia flywheel. The mechanism realizes the shift of the transmission through the disconnection and meshing of the clutch and the artificial collaboration. The function of the clamping device is to accurately locate the transmission on the test bench, to maintain the concentricity of the transmission, input drive and inertial flywheel transmission system. The input shaft and output shaft butt joint device realizes the automatic docking between the test bed and the transmission. The input shaft butting device uses the cylinder to connect the profiling spline sleeve with the transmission input shaft, and the driving motor is operated at a slow speed. the output shaft docking device uses servo system to drive the inertial flywheel and the transmission output shaft flange into the docking. the docking is completed by the input shaft. the transmission is connected to the 1st gear position, and the driving motor runs slowly, so the output shaft is smoothly and without setback.
Hardware Design and Software Design of Control System
The design of the control system is divided into hardware design, software design and OPC communication between the upper computer and the lower computer.
Hardware Design of Control System
As shown in Figure 2 , the control system of retarder test bed is mainly divided into three layers: management layer, control layer and actuator. The management is mainly completed by PC-LABVIEW, and the software programming is done by LABVIEW. The RS-485 serial port is used to communicate with printer. The system transmits data between PC-LABVIEW and the MES management through Ethernet based on TCP/IP. The functions include parameter setting, loading and changing the working condition information, user information management, project monitoring, test data collection, storage and analysis, report generation and others;.
Control layer: he Siemens PLC(SIEMENS CPU 1513-1PN) control Servo control unit(SIEMENS V90), the frequency converter drive control unit(SIEMENS G120), the positioning device control unit, sensor acquisition and I/O units. The PLC system transmits data between PLC and PC-LABVIEW computer by OPC. The RFID pattern recognition system uses PROFINET communication. The inverter completes uses the Cu250S control unit and PLC to realize the PROFINET communication with standard message. The servo control system V90 and PLC use standard message to realize PROFINET communication. Because of the existence of the inertia flywheel, the flywheel from high speed braking to stop, need to convert a lot of mechanical energy into electrical energy, the input terminal motor in the power generation state, power feedback to inverter unit, so the inverter unit needs to connect the brake resistor to return the power consumption.
The actuators include frequency converter , Servo control unit(SIEMENS V90), all kinds of sensors and so on.
Software Design of Control System
In order to achieve the goal of the design, we set up the software platform of the control system based on PC-LABVIEW, as shown below.
The control system is mainly completed by LABVIEW software, which is divided into data layer, application layer, presentation layer and system layer. Data layer: establish connection relation with SQL database mainly through ADO operation database, so as to do the database query, adding, modifying, deleting and so on. The operation of Excel and report printing are realized through the report toolkit provided by LABVIEW itself [3] .
Application layer is divided into user management module, logic control module, function test module, data processing module, user processing module. The application layer is a key part of the whole software of retarder test equipment. The main implementation of user management module is to set the operator's permission, which can be divided into three different types of competence, including operator mode, manager mode and debug mode. The logic control module mainly realizes the logical control of three test modes: manual mode, automatic mode and semi-automatic mode. The function test module mainly realizes the parameter setting and calibration test of pressure sensor, liquid level sensor, torque sensor, flow sensor and temperature sensor; The data processing module mainly collects the real-time data to test, analyze, extract and storage, then generates the test report automatically.
Presentation layer is divided into test interface, data interface, technological process interface, curve analysis interface. The test interface is the main interface of the test equipment software, realizing real-time monitoring of test data and test steps, providing status information and alarm information and so on. The data interface mainly query the test data, historical data ,curve tracing and modification. The process interface realizes to load and change the condition information, set and calibrate the sensor parameters. The curve analysis interface realizes the analysis of the historical curve, include enlarging, reducing, point -point query and other functions.
System layer: Communicate with PLC and actuator by the computer hardware and driver.
OPC Communication Technique
The control system of the retarder test equipment uses the DSC kit provided by LABVIEW software to communicate with Siemens PLC. The Data Socket is based on TCP/IP and supported by OPC protocols, which are included in the DSC toolkit. The OPC server interface provided by Siemens PLC-S1500 is integrated in Simatic.NET, and LABVIEW communicates with PLC as OPC client [4] . First, the OPC server setup is done based on the TIA PORTAL V14 software. After the setup is completed, the software is downloaded to PLC and PC-LABVIEW, and then configuration of PC station is done by simatic.NET , so the PLC and PC is connected through the OPC server. Then, install the DSC toolkit in the computer, LABVIEW is used as OPC client by the Data Socket technology .The soft searches the path of OPC server, and establishes connection with OPC server. LABVIEW access the label in the OPC server through the I\O server established by DSC. In this way, the variable of Siemens PLC can be read and written by LABVIEW software through the OPC server. So the whole network interface can do the data acquisition of PLC through OPC interface.
Logic Control Strategy Test Flow of Test Bed
The control system of the test-bed is divided into manual mode, automatic mode and debug mode. The transmission test items include the odometer sensor test, indicator switch test, no-load test, and on-load test. The odometer sensor is mainly composed of mechanical, electronic, and foreign import electronic test. The indicator switch test includes: neutral light, inverted light, high -low -grade lamp, high -voltage switch, power take -off switch and so on. The no-load test is mainly to prepare for the on-load test, and hang all gears in the transmission, check whether the position is stagnant or whether the transmission has abnormal sound. The on-load test shall be carried out after the no-load test and other test tests are qualified. The on-load test mainly carries on the running-in to the transmission, and comprehensive test. The transmission test procedure is shown in figure 5 . First, the tray on the assembly line is in place, the transmission is lifted to the upper part of the test bed manually, and the input end spline sleeve is butted, the clamping device positioning is completed, the input shaft butting device is extended and the driving motor speed is 30 rpm; Second, the RFID pattern recognition equipment to identify the storage information on the tray, to determine the transmission varieties, test parameters are automatically loaded into PLC; Third, manually insert the wire harness into the corresponding indicator lamp, switch on the odometer sensor test, indicator switch test, no -load test. Fourth, after the appeal test all qualified, the output shaft docking device docking, the inertial flywheel roller platform through the servo control operation to the set position, the flange docking success. Fifth, take the on-load test to start, carry the test need according to the test procedure to carry out a certain sequence of gear, to achieve the single step test time and the entire cycle. Sixth, after all test tests are completed, the measured data will be saved and the test report will be output.
Gear Test Logic Algorithm
Because of the existence of inertia flywheel, the drive system will produce a large inertia when running at high speed, the driving motor power is removed, and the inertia flywheel will maintain the current speed. If there is no external interference, the inertia flywheel can only be stopped by mechanical friction, and will last for a long time. The test bed uses the characteristics of the flywheel to design and simulate the running state of the transmission in the actual pavement. Therefore, in order to overcome the high speed of inertia flywheel, the following shift logic algorithm is designed. 1) The transmission input shaft is running at low speed, Hang on 1 gear ,and the output shaft is connected with the inertia flywheel mechanism.
2) After the docking success, the driving motor speed reach the set speed of 1000 rpm, at this time, the inertial flywheel passes the transmission speed ratio transmission, the speed reaches about 100 rpm. After reaching the test time of the individual gear, the clutch is disengaged and the gear is placed in neutral.
3) The gear is set to 2 gears. The clutch is closed. and the actual speed of the transmission input shaft is calculated according to the actual speed of the flywheel. The speed of the drive motor is adjusted to the speed of the input shaft. The clutch is closed without impact and frustration. When the gear comes to the12 gear, and the setting speed is 1000 rpm, according to the speed ratio of the12 gear in 0.78, the speed of the inertia flywheel will reach 1282 rpm. In addition ,with the inertial characteristics of the inertia flywheel, if the speed of the input shaft and the speed of the drive motor do not match when the clutch is closed, it will cause a great impact. Therefore, in the process of the on-load test, the operator needs to be in strict accordance with the position sequence of gears, the test requirements from the low position to hang high position, and then from the high block to hang back. This, , in the role of the transmission, at the end of the test at the speed below 100 rpm, inertia flywheel is easy to brake through the drive motor to 0 rpm.
Design of Man -machine Interface in the Test Bed
The man-machine interface of the test bed software is divided into the man-machine interface and HMI interface of the upper computer data inquiry system.
IPC Data Query System
IPC data inquiry system main functions: test data storage, historical data tracing, test curve analysis, test report generation, test report storage, production information statistics and so on. Test data storage is mainly stored in the measured speed ratio, measured speed, measured torque, measured power, and so on. The function of test curve analysis is to save the actual test curve to the database, to obtain the test curve, to enlarge the curve, reduce the point by point identification and so on. The test report generation and storage is based on the requirements of party a to generate the test data PDF report and store it in the folder [5.6] . 
HMI Interface
HMI interface mainly includes display test information, variety parameter settings, fault information management, manual debugging operation and other functions. This test bed realizes the offline detection of more than 20 varieties of 6, 9 and 12 gears. Through the matching of RFID identification system and the parameters of the variety of the formula library, the automatic switch function of the variety can be realized. Display test information interface mainly includes: current test gear, target gear, input driver real -time speed, inertia flywheel speed, odometer sensor real-time speed, test time, cycle number, product number, product model and other information. The variety parameter setting mainly includes each gear speed ratio, input setting speed, odometer parameter, single step test time, cycle times, etc.
Conclusion
In this paper, I mainly introduce the design of control system about no-load test bed for truck transmission. The transmission test bed uses LABVIEW software to complete the program design of PC control system. It can do automatic testing, also implement the retarder testing data acquisition, analysis, storage, and generate test report automatically, retrospect history data and so on. To a certain extent, the test bed improve the quality of products in the factory and decrease the amount of unqualified products. At present, the transmission test bed has been successfully applied to the assembly line of the company, which creates economic benefits and reputation for enterprises.
